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Background: Modulation of sexual desires is, in some cases, necessary to avoid inappropriate or illegal sexual

behavior (downregulation of sexual desire) or to engage with a romantic partner (upregulation of sexual

desire). Some have suggested that those who have difficulty downregulating their sexual desires be diagnosed

as having a sexual ‘addiction’. This diagnosis is thought to be associated with sexual urges that feel out of

control, high-frequency sexual behavior, consequences due to those behaviors, and poor ability to reduce

those behaviors. However, such symptoms also may be better understood as a non-pathological variation of

high sexual desire. Hypersexuals are thought to be relatively sexual reward sensitized, but also to have high

exposure to visual sexual stimuli. Thus, the direction of neural responsivity to sexual stimuli expected was

unclear. If these individuals exhibit habituation, their P300 amplitude to sexual stimuli should be diminished;

if they merely have high sexual desire, their P300 amplitude to sexual stimuli should be increased. Neural

responsivity to sexual stimuli in a sample of hypersexuals could differentiate these two competing

explanations of symptoms.

Methods: Fifty-two (13 female) individuals who self-identified as having problems regulating their viewing of

visual sexual stimuli viewed emotional (pleasant sexual, pleasant-non-sexual, neutral, and unpleasant)

photographs while electroencephalography was collected.

Results: Larger P300 amplitude differences to pleasant sexual stimuli, relative to neutral stimuli, was

negatively related to measures of sexual desire, but not related to measures of hypersexuality.

Conclusion: Implications for understanding hypersexuality as high desire, rather than disordered, are

discussed.
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S
exual desires must be consistently regulated to

manage sexual behaviors. Downregulation may

occur to avoid sexual partners who are illegal,

as with pedophilia, or inappropriate, as with infidelity.

Upregulation may occur to engage with a romantic

partner or increase stimulation to facilitate a genital

response sufficient for intercourse. Under the influence of

alcohol, it is the sexual arousal, rather than the amount

of alcohol consumed, that best predicts intentions to

engage in risky sexual behaviors (George et al., 2009;

Prause, Staley, & Finn, 2011). To date, success in

developing treatments to help regulate sexual desires

have been sparse, ineffective, or drastic. For example,

hypoactive sexual desire disorder lacks any strong treat-

ment for upregulation (Heiman, 2002). For downregula-

tion, pharmacological treatments have been used to treat

a variety of sexual urges directed inappropriately (Briken,

Hill, & Berner, 2003), but these carry a risk for serious,

not infrequent, side effects (Krueger, Hembree, & Hill,

2006). Sexual ‘addiction’ may represent a unique case

of regulation failure, where the problem is not that sexual

desire is directed toward a problematic target, but the

level of the sexual desire itself is thought to be central to

the problem.

Sexual regulation problems appear in those report-

ing higher levels of sexual desire (Winters, Christoff,
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& Gorzalka, 2010). Once called ‘excessive sexual desire

disorder’ (Marshall & Marshall, 2001), these problem

behaviors have been spun into many labels thought

to describe a constellation of disease symptoms (e.g.

‘hypersexuality’). It is unclear, however, whether the

additional features of the proposed disease (Kafka,

2010) add any explanatory power. For comparison,

consider excessive television viewing in children. More

hours viewing television is associated with many health

problems (Boulos, Vikre, Oppenheimer, Chang, &

Kranarek, 2012), which feeds back to increase television

viewing (Fuller-Tyszkiewicz, Skouteris, Hardy, & Halse,

2012). Several treatments have been created that effec-

tively decrease television viewing time (e.g. Robinson,

1999). Treatments focus on reducing the number of hours

viewing television behaviorally without a disease overlay

such as ‘television addiction’ and are effective. This

suggests a similar approach might be appropriate for

high sexual desire if the proposed disease model does not

add explanatory power beyond merely high sexual desire.

In this study, brain responses were monitored using

electroencephalography to visual emotional, including

sexual, stimuli in a group who reported problems regulat-

ing their viewing of visual sexual stimuli (VSS). Event-

related potentials (ERPs) were used to assess whether

differences in responses to the sexual stimuli were related

to sexual desire levels, hypersexual levels, both separately,

or neither.

Processing sexual stimuli, presumably, differs in hyper-

sexuals from non-hypersexuals, but the literature is non-

specific about the neurological features of hypersexuality.

This makes clear predictions difficult. Work in this area

is rarely experimental (Mundry et al., 2011). In fact, the

current authors are not aware of any other research using

ERPs to investigate hypersexuality to date. Hypersexuals

do not appear to have any gross executive control

abnormalities measured with neuropsychological tests

(Reid, Garos, & Carpenter, 2011), but may have more

subtle attention deficits or specific attentional deficits

to sexual stimuli. A small sample of hypersexual men did

make more errors of both commission and omission on

a Go/No-Go task (Miner, Raymond, Mueller, Lloyd,

& Lim, 2009). Much has been written about hypersexual’s

use of VSS to regulate their mood. In fact, it is suggested

as a core feature of the disorder (Kafka, 2010) and an

important component of treatment (Adams & Robinson,

2001). Hypersexuals do not report more negative affect at

baseline (Prause, Staley, & Fong, 2013), though, suggest-

ing the affective dysregulation commonly described

clinically in hypersexuality might occur at some other

stage of processing sexual stimuli. Some suggest that

hypersexuals engage in sexual behaviors when they are

in a negative mood (Bancroft, Carnes, & Janssen, 2005;

Bancroft & Vukadinovic, 2004). This is, of course, in

stark contrast to major depressive disorder where low

sexual desire co-occurs with negative mood, although the

complicating suppression of sex drive by antidepressants

also may play a role (Kennedy & Rizvi, 2009).

In addition to ‘hypersexuality’, some have described

this symptom cluster as sexual ‘addiction’ or sexual

‘impulsivity’. Although an exhaustive review of studies

relating brain reactivity to impulsivity or addictions is

beyond the scope of this study, studies of ERP compo-

nents in impulsivity and addictions could guide predic-

tions for hypersexuality. Impulsivity has been associated

with P300 decrements to novel stimuli (Justus, Finn, &

Steinmetz, 2001; Russo, De Pascalis, Varriale, & Barratt,

2008). The direction of the relationship between trait

impulsivity and ERP components is not documented

consistently (Carrillo-de-la-Peña & Barratt, 1993), and

controlling for factors like general intelligence has

eliminated the relationship (Russo et al., 2008). Addic-

tion-specific stimulus processing has been associated

with increased late ERP components (i.e.�300 ms).

For example, late ERP components elicited by drug-

specific cues in those who have a drug problem are

increased in cocaine (Van de Laar, Licht, Franken,

& Hendriks, 2004), heroin (Franken, Stam, Hendriks,

& Van den Brink, 2003), and cigarette (Warren &

McDonough, 1999) users. Similar to these studies,

affective stimuli have been used in comparison to

population-specific stimuli (e.g. drug cues). For example,

a study of cocaine users included both drug and affective

cues with multiple control groups to identify enhanced

processing of drug cues (Dunning et al., 2011). Cocaine

users in that study also exhibited decreased amplitude

in late ERP components to pleasant and unpleasant

pictures relative to controls.

ERPs, as measured in this study, would help delineate

the individual (and potentially overlapping) contributions

of sexual impulsivity and sexual addition on hypersexu-

ality. One ERP component, the P300, has been studied

in relation to sexual desire levels. Amplitudes of the

P300 elicited by auditory stimuli during erotic films are

reduced more in women with higher sexual desire than

women with lower sexual desire (Vardi et al., 2009),

and this reduction is comparable to other highly arous-

ing negative stimuli (Carvalho, Leite, Galdo-Álvarez,

& Gonçalves, 2011). Presumably, the sexual stimuli

have greater attentional capture for individuals with

high sexual desire, which is reflected in reduced P300

amplitude to external auditory stimuli. Auditory-evoked

P300 amplitudes during a sexual stimulus are different

from P300 amplitudes evoked by the onset of the sexual

stimulus itself. As compared to the auditory P300

collected during the sexual films, P300 stimulus-locked

sexual images are higher in amplitude and similar to

other high-arousal, negatively valenced stimuli (Cuthbert,

Schupp, Bradley, McManis, & Lang, 1998). These find-

ings are consistent, as both indicate greater attention
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allocated to processing sexual stimuli at the expense of

processing competing (e.g. auditory) stimuli.

Several interpretations of P300 modulation to sexual

stimuli in relation to sexual desire levels are possible.

Those with higher sexual desire were generally slower to

identify a target when it appeared in the area of a sexual

image in a competing attention dot probe task (Prause,

Janssen, & Hetrick, 2008), although this was not repli-

cated in clinical groups for low sexual desire (Brauer

et al., 2012). Also, those who are more sexually excitable

miss more target stimuli in Go/No-Go tasks (Macapagal,

Janssen, Fridberg, Finn, & Heiman, 2011). Finally,

women with lower sexual desire fixate more on contextual

than sexual parts of erotic scenes than controls (Lykins,

Meana, & Minimi, 2011). These attentional effects af-

fected by sexual desire level also are malleable within-

person to exogenous testosterone (Van der Made et al.,

2009). Given related research on attention and sexual

desire, those with high sexual desire could exhibit greater

P300 to sexual stimuli than neutral stimuli, due to greater

affective salience. Alternatively, sexual stimuli could

elicit lower P300 than neutral stimuli in those with high

sexual desire, due to stronger attentional capture by the

stimulus.

Predicting the relationship of P300 amplitude elicited

by sexual stimuli and sexual desire levels is more complex.

Those with higher sexual desire appear to allocate

more attention to sexual stimuli than those with lower

sexual desire (Carvalho et al., 2011; Macapagal et al.,

2011; Prause et al., 2008; Vardi et al., 2009). Usually more

salient, or emotional, stimuli elicit greater P300 ampli-

tude (Cuthbert et al., 1998). However, P300 amplitudes

elicited by population-specific stimuli habituate more

rapidly for that population (e.g. those engaged in extreme

sports presented with novel stimuli) than controls (Fjell

et al., 2007). Therefore, individuals with high sexual

desire could exhibit large P300 amplitude difference

between sexual stimuli and neutral stimuli due to salience

and emotional content of the stimuli. Alternatively, little

or no P300 amplitude difference could be measured due

to habituation to VSS.

This study was designed to determine whether sexual

desire level alone, or a cluster of symptoms unique to

hypersexuality, predict neural reactivity to sexual stimuli.

Specifically, questionnaire measures of sexual desire and

hypersexuality were used to predict ERP amplitudes

to a series of emotional, including sexual pictures. The

ability of the hypersexual measures to predict variance in

the mean amplitude of the P300 beyond the variance

predicted by sexual desire alone was tested. Given that

this is the first time ERPs were recorded in hypersexuals,

and literature on addiction (higher P300) and impulsivity

(lower P300) suggest opposite predictions, the direc-

tion of the hypersexual effect was specified mainly on

theoretical grounds. Consistent with the limited research

using ERPs to examine sexual cue reactivity in relation

to sexual desire, and consistent with broader emotion

research, we predicted that those with higher sexual

desire would exhibit higher P300 amplitudes to sexual

stimuli than to neutral stimuli.

Methods

Participants
Fifty-two participants included men (N�39) and women

(N�13) ranging in age from 18 to 39, (M age�24.35, SD

age�4.92), with normal or corrected-to-normal vision

and hearing. Most (N�45) reported being heterosexual

and either single (N�11) or in a monogamous intimate

relationship (N�28). The majority (N�47) had sexual

intercourse at least once per month in the last year

with an average of 3.31 different partners (see Table 1).

All but one participant reported viewing visual erotica in

the past month.

Initial plans called for patients in treatment for sexual

addiction to be recruited, but the local Institutional

Review Board prohibited this recruitment on the grounds

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of sample (N�52)

Demographic Mean (SD)

Age 24.35 (4.92)

Group Frequency % of sample

Ethnicity

White 45 86.5

Asian 1 1.9

Hispanic 4 7.7

Native American 2 3.8

Relationship status

Exclusive 28 53.8

Nonexclusive 12 23.1

Not in relationship 11 21.2

No answer 1 1.9

Sexual behavior with partner (past month)

Not once 5 9.6

Once a month 2 3.8

Several times a month 6 11.5

Once or twice a week 11 21.2

Several times a week 22 42.3

At least once a day 6 11.5

Different sexual partners (past year)

0 1 1.9

1 25 48.1

2�5 16 30.8

6�10 6 11.5

11�20 3 5.8

No answer 1 1.9
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that exposing such volunteers to VSS could potentiate

a relapse. Instead, participants were recruited from the

Pocatello, Idaho community by online advertisements

requesting people who were experiencing problems reg-

ulating their viewing of sexual images. This recruitment

strategy appears to have successfully recruited partici-

pants with scores comparable to those labeled

as ‘patients’ with hypersexual problems (see Table 2).

For example, in a large convenience sample the average

Sexual Compulsivity Scale (SCS) scores for women M

(SD)�20.4 (7.2) and men M (SD)�24.3 (8.0) seek-

ing treatment for sexual compulsivity (Winters et al.,

2010) were comparable to the current sample scores

for women M (SD)�21.08 (4.63) and men M (SD)�
22.31 (6.05), whereas the female M (SD)�14.2 (4.2)

and male M (SD)�16.5(4.9) non-treatment-seekers

in Winter and colleague’s study scored lower. Despite

reporting these problems, evidence shows participants

did not experience any immediate problems or discom-

fort as a result of participating in this protocol (Prause

et al., 2013). Participants gave informed consent

before participating and received payment (or course

credit, if a student and preferred). This study was

approved by Idaho State University’s institutional review

board.

Stimuli
Two hundred and twenty-five color pictures were selected

from two standardized sets of stimuli commonly used in

psychological research (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1999;

Spiering, Everaerd, & Laan, 2004) to represent pleasant

(N�75; e.g. skydiving), neutral (N�75; e.g. portrait),

and unpleasant (N�75; e.g. mutilated body) categories.

The pleasant stimuli were matched on their level of

general arousal with the most arousing unpleasant stimuli

(the neutral stimuli will evoke lower levels of arousal).

Every stimulus included a person. About half of the

pleasant stimuli (N�38) were sexual stimuli depicting

one man and one woman interacting with varying levels

of sexual activities (e.g. caressing, vaginal intercourse;

Spiering et al., 2004). These images were specifi-

cally selected for this study and this unique partici-

pant sample. We selected these stimuli instead of more

images from the commonly used sexual images of the

International Affective Picture System (IAPS; Lang et al.,

1999). IAPS-type ‘sexual’ images have been shown to

be processed as ‘romantic’, not ‘sexual’ (Spiering et al.,

2004). Although some have noted similar processes

between more romantic versus more sexual stimuli within

the IAPS (Sabatinelli, Bradley, Lang, Costa, & Versace,

2007), it seemed appropriate to ensure the sexual images

were sufficiently explicit to be consistently understood

as sexual in a study focused on sexual motivation. Also,

men and women were shown the same sexual images. This

avoided a confound usually overlooked when men and

women are shown sexual images of the opposite gender.

Heterosexual women report lower sexual motivation in

response to photographs of nude males than nude

females (Chivers, Seto, & Blanchard, 2007); therefore,

showing participants opposite-sex nudes would have

resulted in an unbalanced stimulus set for men and

women. This stimulus set included four conditions:

unpleasant, neutral, pleasant-non-sexual (Lang et al.,

1999), and pleasant�sexual (depicting explicit sexual

activities; Spiering et al., 2004). Each trial consisted

of a fixation cross displayed for 120 ms, followed on

the next screen refresh by the onset of the photograph.

The photograph remained on for 1,000 ms, after which

an ‘*’ appeared for 1,000 ms. Two blocks of stimuli

were presented with a break after the first half of the trials

Table 2. Trait measures

Scales mean (SD) Male mean (SD) Female mean (SD)

Pornography Consumption Effects Scale

Total (PCES) 49.58 (15.78) 52.08 (16.36) 42.08 (11.37)

Sexual Compulsivity Scale (SCS) 22.00 (5.71) 22.31 (6.05) 21.08 (4.63)

Cognitive and Behavioral Outcomes of Sexual Behavior Questionnaire (CBOSB)

Behavioral 27.87 (2.63) 28.03 (2.66) 27.38 (2.60)

Cognitive 33.98 (7.35) 34.21 (8.08) 33.31 (4.71)

Sexual Desire Inventory (SDI)

Dyadic 58.00 (7.68) 57.44 (8.17) 59.69 (5.98)

Solitary 23.92 (7.61) 23.08 (7.26) 26.46 (8.36)

Note. PCES scores assess the negative effects reported from viewing VSS (range�1�7). SCS measures compulsive traits linked to

difficulty resisting sexual behaviors (range�10�40). The CBOSB measures the extent to which individuals are concerned about possible

consequences of their sexual behaviors (cognitive, range�20�80) or had actually experienced negative outcomes from their sexual

behaviors (behavioral, range�20�40). SDI scores indicate the level of desire to engage in solitary sexual activities (range�3�26) as well as

sexual activities with a partner (range�8�70).
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(113 trials), or about 4 min. The two-block task duration

was about 8 min.

Questionnaires
Each participant completed four questionnaires: Sexual

History Form, Sexual Desire Inventory (SDI), SCS, and

Cognitive and Behavioral Outcomes of Sexual Behavior

Questionnaire (CBOSB). These trait measures are sum-

marized in Table 2.

Sexual History Form

The Sexual History Form collects general demographic

and sexual behaviors. Demographic questions included

age, education, and relationship status. Sexual behavior

information questions included number of lifetime sexual

partners, number of lifetime sexual intercourse partners,

masturbation frequency, worry about sexual problems,

and orgasm consistency (percent times reached orgasm

when masturbating by any method, percent times reached

orgasm when engaged in sexual activity with a partner).

The sexual history form included questions about demo-

graphic and sexual history derived from the National

AIDS Behavior Survey (Binson & Catania, 1998).

Sexual Desire Inventory

The SDI measures levels of sexual desire using two

scales composed of seven items each (Spector, Carey,

& Steinberg, 1996). The first, the Solitary Sexual Desire

scale, measures an individual’s desire for autoerotic

sexual activity. The second, the Dyadic Desire scale,

measures an individual’s desire for sexual activity with

a partner. The dyadic subscale is commonly used as an

index of trait sexual desire level (Giargiari, Mahaffey,

Craighead, & Hutchison, 2005; Prause et al., 2008).

Both are investigated, because the only published study

investigating P300 and sexual desire used a measure that

did not differentiate solitary and dyadic sexual scales,

which makes distinguishing the direction of sexual desire

difficult (Vardi et al., 2006). However, solitary sexual

behaviors are consistently underreported (e.g. Halpern,

Udry, Suchindran, & Campbell, 2000), so it is likely that

similar influences may lead to biased reporting of desire

for same. The SDI has been psychometrically supported

in studies assessing sexual desire (King & Allgeier, 2000;

Spector & Fremeth, 1996). Test�retest reliability was

calculated at r�0.76 over a 1-month period (Spector

et al., 1996). SDI scores have been used as an index of

trait sexual desire level (Giargiari et al., 2005).

Sexual Compulsivity Scale

The SCS measures compulsive traits linked to diffi-

culty resisting sexual behaviors despite exposure to risk

(Kalichman & Rampa, 1995). The scale consists of 10

statements related to compulsive thoughts, preoccu-

pations, and behaviors associated with sexual activity

(e.g. ‘My sexual appetite has gotten in the way of my

relationships’, ‘My sexual thoughts and behaviors are

causing problems in my life’). Respondents are asked to

rate each statement on a 4-point scale ranging from ‘not

at all like me’ to ‘very much like me’. The scale has been

shown to be internally consistent for men and women

with Cronbach’s a for each equaling 0.76 and 0.81,

respectively (Reece, Plate, & Daughtry, 2001). The SCS

has been administered to members of high-risk groups for

HIV infection as well as college students (Dodge, Reece,

Cole, & Sandfort, 2004). Each SCS item is scored on a

4-point scale ranging from 1 (never applies to me) to

4 (always applies to me), with a minimum score of 10 and

a maximum score of 40. A total score is computed from

the sum of all items.

Cognitive and Behavioral Outcomes of Sexual Behavior

Questionnaire

The CBOSB assesses the extent to which an individual is

concerned about the possible consequences resulting

from their sexual behaviors (McBride, Reece, & Sanders,

2007). The consequences fall within six domains: finan-

cial, legal, physical, psychological, spiritual, and social

consequences. Each domain is further divided into

two distinct cognitive and behavioral outcome scales,

which separate the respondent’s extent of worry from

the actual, experienced consequences. Rated on a 4-point

scale ranging from ‘never’ to ‘always’, the cognitive

outcomes scale consists of 20 items concerning the extent

the respondent worried about his/her sexual activities

in the past year resulted in negative outcomes. Rated on a

binary scale of ‘yes’ or ‘no’, the behavioral outcomes

scale consists of 16 items concerning the extent the

respondent experienced negative outcomes as a result

of his/her sexual activities in the past year. The CBOSB

is not widely used, but is the only psychometrically tested

instrument that quantifies actual experienced impairment

in separable domains.

Pornography Consumption Effects Scale

The Pornography Consumption Effects Scale (PCES)

assesses the self-perceived effects of pornography use on

an individual’s sexual behavior, attitudes, and perceptions

of the opposite gender (Hald & Malamuth, 2008). The

measure contains 47 items divided into positive (27 items;

e.g. ‘Has taught you something new about your sexual

desires?’) and negative (20 items; e.g. ‘Has made you

less satisfied with your life?’) effects from viewing

pornography. Respondents are asked to indicate the

extent they experience various effects on a 7-point Likert

scale ranging from 1 to 7 to indicate ‘not at all’ to ‘an

extremely large extent’, respectively. The scale has been

shown to be internally consistent for positive (Cronbach’s

a�0.91) and negative (Cronbach’s a�0.82) effect dimen-
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sions. Scores are the average of items in the subscale

(positive, negative) of interest.

Procedure
After providing informed consent, participants com-

pleted questionnaires on a secure computer in a private

testing room. Online administration increases reporting

of socially undesirable behaviors (Locke & Gilbert, 1995).

Then, ERPs were collected in a sound-attenuated, private

space, within an internal room containing no windows

or doors to external hallways. After placement of the

electrodes, participants were seated in a comfortable,

reclined exam table with a back-and-foot support

approximately 130 cm away from the computer monitor.

Participants viewed sexual stimuli presented as a series of

picture stimuli and films (presentation order was counter-

balanced). EEG data recorded during the films will be

presented elsewhere. Stimuli were presented in a pseudor-

andomized order one at a time (1,000 ms each) using

DMDX (Forster & Forster, 2003) on a 1,280�1,024

monitor with 75-Hz refresh and 32-bit color depth.

Participants were instructed to attend to each stimulus

and were given a break halfway through the task.

Electroencephalographic recordings

Electrophysiological data were recorded with Neuroscan

Acquire software 4.4 in conjunction with a 40-channel

NuAmps amplifier (Neuroscan, Inc., El Paso). A 40-

channel cap (NuAmp QuickCap, Compumedics) col-

lected EEG activity using sintered Ag�AgCl electrodes

placed in accordance with the 10�20 International System

(Jasper, 1958). All signals were digitized at 1,000 Hz

during data collection. EEG activity was recorded using

linked ear lobes as a reference. Horizontal electrooculo-

gram was measured with electrodes placed infra-orbital

and supra-orbital to the middle of the right eye and

vertical EOG was measured with electrodes placed at

the outer canthis of each eye. All impedances were kept

below 10 kV.

ERP data reduction

Pre-processing included downsampling to 256 Hz, band-

pass filtering between 0.1 and 55 Hz, and eye-blink

removal. Bad channels were identified as having activity

four standard deviations away from the mean (on average,

fewer than one electrode per participant met this criterion,

0.71 electrodes per participant). These channels were

replaced using spline interpolation in the EEGlab soft-

ware (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). Eye-blink removal was

accomplished using an independent component analysis

(ICA) technique. The ICA utility in the EEGLab software

was used to derive components then, using and in-house

template matching algorithm (Jung et al., 2000), blink

components were identified and removed from the

data. ERP epochs were defined in relation to onset of

each stimulus from �1,000 ms pre- to 2,000 ms post-

stimulus with a baseline correction of 110 ms preced-

ing the stimulus. An ERP was averaged across each

stimulus type (unpleasant, neutral, pleasant�non-sexual

and pleasant�sexual). Within each trial, individual elec-

trodes in which activity exceeded9100 mV were omitted

from analysis. Applying these criteria, 9.04% electrode

trials were excluded. The P300 component was defined

by the positive deflection between 250 and 650 ms post-

stimulus onset. This window was selected on the basis of

visual inspection and consistent with previous research

investigating P300 response (e.g. Hajcak, MacNamara,

& Olvet, 2010). The mean amplitude across nine electro-

des (C3, Cz, C4, CP3, CPz, CP4, P3, Pz, and P4) was

calculated for analysis.1 Other electrode sites appear in

topographical plots to show that the main effects were not

unique to this average across locations (see Fig. 1).

Data analysis

Four stimuli (neutral, unpleasant, pleasant�non-sexual,

and pleasant�sexual) were entered in repeated-measures

ANOVA calculated for mean P300 ERP amplitude

measured across nine electrodes selected for analysis.

When significant violations of sphericity were detected,

Greenhouse�Geisser-corrected effects and epsilon (o)

were reported (as recommended by Jennings & Wood,

1976; Picton et al., 2000). Simple-effect t-tests were

calculated to clarify significant main effects. Difference

scores between neutral and the unpleasant, pleasant�non-

sexual, and pleasant�sexual conditions were calculated

and used as the dependent variable with the self-report

questionnaire measures (Solitary, Dyadic, PCES Total,

SCS Total, CBOSB Behavioral, and CBOSB Cognitive)

as the independent variables in regression analyses. Spe-

cifically, to directly test the unique influence of sexual

desire over and above measures of hypersexuality on

P300 amplitude elicited by sexual and non-sexual stimuli,

stepwise regressions were performed. Correlations be-

tween the ERP measures and the self-report measures

were also computed. Effects that did not reach statistical

significance, defined as p�0.05, are not discussed.

Results

Event-related potentials
Manipulation check: P300 and stimulus type

In the analysis of the P300 component, the main effect

of stimulus type was significant, F(3,153)�183.60, M

Se�91.13, pB0.001, o�0.54 (see Fig. 1). Simple-effect

t-tests revealed that P300 mean amplitude in the neutral

condition (M�2.54 mV) was less positive than the

1The direct effect was consistent across sites. An average is presented
to reduce the number of tests and simplify presentation of the
results. Also see Fig. 1 for topographic plots.
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unpleasant (M�3.68 mV), t(51)�4.11, pB0.001), the

pleasant�sexual (M�11.79 mV), t(51)�15.57, pB0.001),

and the pleasant�non-sexual (M�3.00 mV), t(51)�1.75,

p�0.086) conditions. Also, the P300 mean amplitude for

the pleasant�sexual condition (M�11.79 mV) was more

positive than the unpleasant (M�3.72 mV), t(51)�14.05,

pB0.001), and pleasant�non-sexual conditions (M�3.00

mV), t(51)�14.81, pB0.001). Given that this replicated

expected, previous findings, the next planned test was

conducted.

Hypothesis test: P300 regression on sexual desire and

hypersexual measures

To assess the relationship between P300 amplitude in

response to emotional, particularly sexual, images and

the measures of sexual desire and hypersexuality,

stepwise regressions were calculated.2 Condition (unplea-

sant, pleasant�non-sexual, and pleasant�sexual) differ-

ences from neutral were calculated and used as dependent

variables with the self-report measures as independent

variables. Regressions were calculated for each of the

three difference scores. The pleasant�sexual difference

from neutral proved significant, R2�0.11, F(1,51)�6.28,

p�0.015, with the dyadic measure as the only unique

predictor in the model, p�0.015.

Exploratory: P300 correlations with questionnaires

Pearson’s correlations were calculated among the mean

amplitudes measured in the P300 window and the self-

report questionnaire data. The only correlation reaching

significance was the difference score calculated between

neutral and pleasant�sexual conditions in the P300

window with the desire for sex with a partner measure,

r(52)��0.332, p�0.016. The relationship between P300

amplitude difference score and sexual desire is portrayed

in Fig. 2, with P300 to the neutral and sexual stimuli

shown separately in Fig. 3.

Discussion
To the authors’ knowledge, this represents the first

examination of neural reactivity to sexual stimuli in those

complaining of problems regulating their viewing of VSS.

While the Institutional Review Board did not permit

recruitment of patients seeking treatment, those recruited

proved just as severe as those who do seek treatment on

measures of hypersexuality. A strong, within-participant

control approach was used as these individuals varied

in their level of hypersexuality. ERPs were recorded to

emotional, including sexual, images � an approach

consistent with other research to cues in sex addiction

(Brand et al., 2011). This allowed for a direct test of the

unique contribution of hypersexuality to neural reactivity

elicited by sexual stimuli beyond sexual desire level.

The mean amplitude of the P300 to sexual stimuli relative

to neutral stimuli was negatively related to sexual desire

level. Of the three assessments of hypersexuality exam-

ined, none were significantly related to P300 amplitude

in response to sexual images. This is consistent with a

previous study using questionnaires (Winters et al., 2010).

This represents the first functional, neurophysiological

study of hypersexuality in a large sample of individuals

who varied in their level of ‘hypersexuality’.

The P300 is well known and often used to measure

neural reactivity to emotional, sometimes sexual, visual

stimuli. A drawback to indexing a large, slow ERP

component is the inherent nature of overlapping cogni-

tive processes that underlie such a component. In this

report, the P300 could be, and most likely is, indexing

multiple ongoing cognitive processes. For example,

the VSS presented are probably not novel to these

participants given the high amount of VSS they report

viewing. They might have strong, automatic, appetitive

responses to sexual stimuli, which could be masked by

low novelty suppressing the P300. Compare, for example,

the interaction/suppression of working memory load and

anxiety on the late positive potential (LPP) amplitude

to negative versus neutral pictures (MacNamara, Ferri,

& Hajcak, 2011). A promising avenue to test some of these

P300 interpretation issues would be to collect a control

sample of volunteers (Prause, Steele, Staley, Sabatinelli,

Hajcak, & Fong, 2013). For example, this would provide a

larger variance in VSS consumption to allow direct testing

of the importance of VSS novelty. Although this study

specifically used pretested, more explicit sexual stimuli

than are typical in neuroscience research, even more novel

sexual stimuli might overcome habituation/suppression

effects due to low stimulus novelty.

Another possibility is that the P300 is not the best

place to identify relationships with sexually motivating

stimuli. The slightly later LPP appears more strongly

linked to motivation. The earliest ERP components are

thought to be more sensitive to sensory components of

stimuli (Olofsson, Nordin, Sequeira, & Polich, 2008),

whereas later ERP components appear more sensitive to

motivational processes (Bradley, Hamby, Löw, & Lang,

2007; Schupp et al., 2000). Specifically, later components

tend to increase to the presentation of both pleasant and

unpleasant images (De Cesarei, Codispoti, Schupp, &

Stegagno, 2006). Amongst these later ERP components,

different topographies support making meaningful dis-

2The specific theoretical question was whether hypersexual measures
accounted for variance beyond sexual desire level alone. Thus, a two-
step, hierarchical regression forcing dyadic sexual desire in the first
step as predictor and hypersexual measures entered together in a
second step was initially conducted. The pattern of results remained
the same as what is reported in the stepwise regression. Given the
possible critique that one hypersexual measure might have
outperformed others, stepwise results are presented. In addition,
forcing entry of hypersexual measures before the sexual desire
measure still resulted in only sexual desire significantly predicting
P300 amplitude.
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tinctions in their interpretation (Makeig et al., 1999).

Sexual images produce remarkable increases in ERP

amplitude, but especially in late (500�750 ms) windows,

as compared to high-arousal sports photographs in both

men and women (Van Lankveld & Smulders, 2008). As

the LPP could provide confirmation or refuting evidence,

it is currently being explored in a separate analysis (Prause,

Steele, Staley, Sabatinelli, Hajcak, & Fong, 2013).

The contrived sample and laboratory setting may

have implications for interpreting the results. Those

who reported problems regulating their viewing of VSS

were recruited not only because it is the most common

problem behavior reported in clinics (Reid et al., 2012),

but also because these stimuli are very accessible to

laboratory testing. Others patients cite visiting prosti-

tutes, infidelity, or other partnered behaviors as a primary

problem. In addition, participants were instructed not to

stimulate themselves during testing. Considering most

people report masturbating when viewing erotica (Reid

et al., 2012), this study could only be described as

studying ‘cues’ rather than ‘consumption’ or ‘experience’.

This is consistent with drug cue research, and similarly

Fig. 1. (a) Stimulus-locked ERP waveforms (amplitudes in mV, time in ms) plotted at CPz to each unpleasant (red line), pleasant�non-

sexual (blue line), pleasant�sexual (IAPS only, green line), pleasant�sexual (erotic images only, green dashed line), and neutral (black

line). For illustration, the two types of pleasant�sexual stimuli are each plotted though they are averaged together for statistical

comparisons. (b) Topographical difference (color heads) and statistical (black and white heads) head maps are presented. Difference

and statistical head maps are plotted for each simple-effect between experimental conditions for the P300 component window.
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might be thought of as reflecting anticipation, activation

of memories/associations, or activating regulatory pro-

cesses since the cue cannot be consumed. Although the

current sample was just as severe as a treatment-seeking

sample (see ‘Participants’ section), they may have differed

from treatment seeking ‘sex addicts’ in other ways. For

example, volunteers for sexual psychophysiological

studies tend to hold less conservative sexual values

(Wiederman, 1999), so these participants might have

a different level of shame than is typical in those

Fig. 2. An ERP difference score, plotted at CPz, between pleasant�sexual and neutral stimuli plotted against the measure of sexual

desire (dyadic).

Fig. 3. A scatter plot depicting the relationship between P300 amplitude to neutral stimuli, P300 amplitude to pleasant�sexual stimuli,

and the measure of sexual desire (dyadic).
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seeking treatment (Reid, 2010). Shame proneness has

been shown to interact with another ERP compo-

nent, the error-related negativity (Tops, Boksem, Wester,

Lorist, & Meijman, 2006). As ever, these results warrant

replication with different participants and protocols

more focused on external validity.

Given that high sexual drive is supposed to be a

primary problem in sexual addiction (see review above),

it was unexpected that these common measures of sexual

addiction were not related to neural responsivity, while

sexual desire itself was. One of the frequent critiques of

sexual addictions is that it pathologizes normative,

socially unaccepted, sexual behaviors (Levine & Troiden,

1988). These data appear consistent with that perspective.

Essentially, the sex addiction measures used do not add

any predictive utility for the P300 beyond that already

captured by the sexual desire level. Examining just the

questionnaires, the desire for sex with a partner scale

was significantly correlated with the SCS, r(52)�0.519,

pB0.001, but it was not related to the CBOSB behavioral

r(52)��0.121, p�0.393 or cognitive, r(52)�0.248,

p�0.077, or the PCES, r(52)�0.036, p�0.798, scales.

One interpretation is that the sex addiction scales are

sensitive to social expectations and violations, such as

shame and regret, and that these processes are not

captured well by P300 variance. Another possibility is

that these scales do not adequately capture the sexual

addiction construct. Although several scales were ana-

lyzed in this study to increase the likelihood of identifying

a scale that would be related to P300 variance, more

scales exist (e.g. Reid et al., 2011) that might better

include the proposed core feature of high sexual drive.

Finally, the effect of sexual addiction on P300 may be so

small that the present sample was not large enough to

detect it. As this is the first functional neurological

study of VSS-P, no effect size estimates were available

to run power analyses prior to data collection. However,

a post-hoc power analysis was calculated with GPower

(Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, & Buchner, 2007). The current

sample and analyses were sufficient to detect an effect

size as small as f2�0.2. This effect size is commonly

considered small and meets the common power conven-

tion of 0.8 (see Cohen, 1988). In general, the sample was

relatively large for an EEG study, represented a wide

range of scores on measures of sexual problems, and was

sufficient to detect the relationship with sexual desire

level.

In conclusion, the first measures of neural reacti-

vity to visual sexual and non-sexual stimuli in a sample

reporting problems regulating their viewing of similar

stimuli fail to provide support for models of pathologi-

cal hypersexuality, as measured by questionnaires. Spe-

cifically, differences in the P300 window between sexual

and neutral stimuli were predicted by sexual desire,

but not by any (of three) measures of hypersexuality.

If sexual desire most strongly predicts neural responses

to sexual stimuli, management of sexual desire, without

necessarily addressing some of the proposed concomi-

tants of hypersexuality, might be an effective method

for reducing distressing sexual feelings or behaviors. As

a first study of neurophysiological responses in those

complaining of difficulty regulating their viewing of

VSS, studies to replicate and extend these findings are

needed.
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